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a Expansion for the Conductivity of a Random Resistor Network
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We present a reanalysis of the renormalization-group calculation to first order in e = 6 —d,
where d is the spatial dimensionality, of the exponent, t, which describes the behavior of the
conductivity of a percolating network at the percolation threshold. If we set
t = (d —2) vv+ f, where vv is the correlation-length exponent, then our result is

/ = 1+ (e/42). This result clarifies several previously paradoxical results concerning resistor
networks and shows that the Alexander-Orbach relation breaks down at order e.

PACS numbers: 05.50.+q, 05.60.+w

The static and dynamic properties of percolating
networks have been the object of many studies in
recent years. ' Of particularly enduring interest is
the problem of the conductivity of randomly diluted
resistor networks. In this problem, each bond
between nearest-neighboring sites on a lattice in d
spatial dimensions is occupied with a resistor of
conductance o. with probability p and vacant (open)
with probability 1 —p. Of interest are the properties
of the infinite connected network which appears for
p )p„where p, is the threshold value of p. The
exponents describing the threshold behavior of
(a) the probability P (p) that a site be in the infinite
cluster, (b) the correlation length gv associated with
the pair-connectedness correlation function Xv (x,
x') indicating whether or not two sites are in the
same cluster, (c) the pair-connectedness function
Xv = X-„Xv(x, x'), and (d) the macroscopic conduc-
tivity X have been extensively discussed. ' The
respective associated critical exponents are defined
for p p, by P (p) —(p —p, ) ', g, —(p —p, )
Xv

—[p —p, ( ', and g- [p —p, ~'. For d ) 6
mean-field theory holds, in which case Pv=yv
=2j~=1. For d & 6, an expansion in powers of
e = 6 —d gave P~ = 1 —e/7, yv = I+ e/7, and

vv = (1/2) + (Se/84). Results to order e2 have
been given but are not needed here.

Simple scaling arguments5 9 imply that the con-
ductivity exponent can be expressed as

t =(d-2)v, +~, (I)

where g is a crossover exponent which physically
describes the length L of strands connecting nodes
in the node-link picture, s L —

~p —p, ~
t. In

mean-field theory, ) =1. In an e expansion about
six dimensions, one expects ( = I + a +eb +e. . . .
Dasgupta, Harris, and Lubensky (DHL) calculated
( using the zero-state limit of a diluted s-state Potts
model and found a =0. Dasgupta, in an unpub-
lished thesis, found b = 0. Stephen9 reported a =0
using a totally different approach based on a phase-
fluctuation, i.e., x-y, model. Finally, Wallace and
Youngto (WY) presented a "proof" that f = 1 to all
orders in perturbation theory.

Ever since this work, efforts have continued to
reconcile this apparently firm result with numerical
evidence, which has become progressively more
compelling" that t %1 for d=2, as Eq. (I) with
(= 1 would imply. In addition, a conjecture by
Alexander and Orbach, ' which implies that'

5= 2 (yv+Pv) (2)
for all d & 6, agrees extremely well with numerical
calculations for 2 & d & 6, causing many to ~onder
if it were in fact exact, even though it disagrees
with the results of Dasgupta and WY at order e . In
view of the important ramifications of the result

(= 1 and because the calculation of DHL has been
criticized, ' we decided to reexamine the calcula-
tions of DHL and Stephen.

This reexamination has led us to develop tech-
niques which make possible calculations of many
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hitherto inaccessible crossover phenomena at the
percolation threshold. In this Letter we focus on
the calculation of (. We find that some terms
neglected in DHL must be retained and lead to
order-e corrections to (:

(=I+ W —(y, +p, ), (3)

so that the Alexander-Orbach conjecture breaks

down to first rather than second order in e. In addi-
tion, we find that the diluted s-state Potts model
with coupling crJ in the limit s 0 is characterized
by an infinite number of crossover exponents,

@a= I+ate+0(e ), (4)

so that the order-parameter susceptibility in the vi-
cinity of the percolation threshold satisfies the scal-
ing relation

X(x, x') = ip p, i

—'f ( {)v„ip—p, i
"},(x —x')/(), (5)

where {}refers to the set of variables with k = 1, 2, . . . . In this equation, the variable w„ is proportional to
in the limit J ~. Thus, as discussed in DHL, we have

X(x, x') X~(x, x') —(1/o J) [R (x, x')],„, (6)
as J tx), where [],„denotes an average over all configurations 8 of occupied and unoccupied bonds,
X~(x, x') is the pair-connectedness susceptibility of the percolation problem, and R (x, x') is the resistance
between sites x and x' if they are connected in the configuration 0 and zero otherwise. One has

X,[R ( x, x') ],„—
~ p —p, ~

', so that ( = @,. Alternatively, P &
measures the power-law decay of the

( —2P +qb[)/v
average resistance at p =p, : [R (O,x)]„—x ' ' . It can be shown that the other crossover exponents
@t, measure the power-law decay of the kth cumulant of the resistance at p =p„e.g. ,

[R (0 x)'] —[R (O,x) ],'„—x

Our calculation follows that of DHL but with some differences which we note. The calculation uses an ef-
fective Hamiltonian, H, for an s-state Potts model replicated n times (i.e., having s states) in the limit
n, s 0:

n—Htkr= X XA, (s —))' X Q)v. (x) v. (x')),
g~](X, X ) I ~eg (e2. . . (a ~n i 12''' t

where (x, x') denotes a sum over pairs of nearest neighbors and in each replica n, v (x) is the Potts vector
for site x which can point to any of s vertices of an s —1 dimensional simplex. The 3, are given by

( —I)
m

[ I e
—tl vrm] t

P [I+ (s 1)e—sltrm]t —n (g)

( —I)
m

p
1 p

m'

1+ '
o-Jm

as ns 0.

It can be shown that if () denotes an average with
relative weight exp( —H/kT), then one has

lim lim (v (x) v (x')) =X(x, x').
s~0n 0

(IO)

A field theory can be obtained from the Hamil-
tonian of Eq. (7) using the Hubbard-Stratanovich
transformation. There is one field for each distinct
product of t replicas of v with bare propagator

[G, (q)] '= [Aty(q)] ' —1 —r, +q2, (11)

where y(q) = pm~'~ is the 'sum over nearest-
neighbor vectors 5. One can see from Eqs. (9) and
(11) that

where wk —J for large J. As a test of the field
theory, we used it to generate an expansion for
X(x, x') to order p3. This calculation obviously in-
volves keeping track of all the nonuniversal con-
stants and cutoffs which normally are of little in-
terest in field theories. This calculation for an arbi-
trary Bravais lattice reproduced the exact result for
X(x, x') to order p, but only if the full series in
Eq. (9) was used. Since loops can occur in this or-
der, this check tests that the field theory does han-
dle simple series and parallel circuits correctly.

Turning now to the e expansion, we consider the
momentum-shell recursion relations'5 for r, :

r, =r+ k

k-1
(12) dr, /dl = (2 —

v)p) r, —u X„ (13)
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where r!~ is the critical-point exponent equal to ( —e/21) + 0 (e ) and u is the third-order coupling potential
of the field theory. The self energy X, for n 0 is obtained from the diagram of Fig. 1 as

X, = -2G, (1)G,(1) + G.'(1) + 5X,,

where Gp(1) is G, (q) evaluated at t =0 and q = 1 and

(14)

An equivalent but more useful form for SX, is

~&"IG.(i) = X,C,"(-1)'G „(1). (16)

Apart from SX,, Eq. (14) agrees with DHL. For
J = ~, r, and 6, are indepedent of t, and using Eq.
(15b) one sees that 5X, = 0 so that the recursion re-
lations reduce to those of percolation. We now
need to show the splitting of r, to order J '. Since
ht"IG~(1) —J ", it might seem that X, is of order
J and could be neglected for the conductivity cal-
culation. This was tacitly assumed in the calcula-
tion of DHL and the others. For 0 & s ( 1, when
the sum over m converges rapidly, this reasoning is
correct. Ho~ever, for s =0 the situation is more
complicated. To analyze this case we start by set-
ting r, =r+w~t. We see that to leading order in
J ' (wt —J ', recall)

1 k ( ~+k & g~k~G
m 0

where C~ = n! [m!(n —m)!] ' and b, " is the
k th-order finite difference operator,

(15b)

cursion relation for w &.

When all the w's are simultaneously nonzero, it is
convenient to introduce the variables vk= (wk)'~"
whose bare values are of order J ' for all k. The
linearized recursion relations in terms of these vari-
ables obtained from Eqs. (14) and (15b) are

kdvk/dl = Xk,Mkk, vk, +0(v ),

where M is tridiagonal: M«, ——0 for k & k'. Thus
the eigenvalues of M needed to determine the
crossover exponents for the wk are simply the diag-
onal elements Mk k given by Mk k

= 2 —
q~

+ u'(2+ c„),where

k '2
k-t

k! (k —1)! P dm

SX, ——r Y„[G „(1)—G (1)]'
——t wt [1+r + mwt] dm

0

——(rwt/3) Gp(1)'.

(17a)

(17b)

(17c)

In other words, the sum over m in Eq. (17) is dom-
inated by values of m which are of order co&

' —J so
that 5X, is of order J ' and contributes to the re-

P k
= [2 —(5 + 3ck) e/21] v~ = 1 —cke/14. (20)

so that c~= ——,, c2=-, , and c3,0, . At the
1 1 71

percolation fixed point, u2= e/7 so that the cross-
over exponents for wk are

{a,y, B]

{a,P «]

{Pyg]

{a& y]

FIG. 1. Diagram for X, of Eq. (14). The external lines
carry t replica indices which are partitioned into sets {a],
{P], and {y] which appear, respectively, on the top, bot-
tom and both internal lines. From the remaining n —t
replicas a set {S] can be chosen to cover the internal
lines. The sum over the choices of these sets gives rise
to the sums in Eq. (15).

A consequence of Eq. (18) is that the scaling fields
wk are no longer strictly proportional to a single wk.
For example, w~ = w~+ aw2 + bw3 . . . and so
forth. Since the conductivity is determined by the
scaling behavior of wt, we have (=Pt = 1+e/42.

We make a few comments about the result. First
of all, since this result violates Eq. (2) at first order
in ~, we conclude that the Alexander-Orbach con-
jecture cannot be exact for general spatial dimen-
sion, although as said above, it may be numerically
quite accurate. It is thus very similar to the Flory
approximation' for the exponent describing the ra-
dius of gyration of a polymer in a good solvent.
Secondly, since the anomalous correction term of
Eq. (15b) only comes into play for s 0, we expect
the "proof" of Wallace and Young' breaks down
in this limit. Thirdly, if one discards the result
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]= 1, several difficulties are immediately overcome.
Now we guess that g is a weak function of d such
that for d=2, (=t =1.28. It is no longer neces-
sary to postulate' the existence of a critical dimen-
sion at which ( breaks away from ( = 1 to reach its
value at d =2. Fourthly, we have identified an in-
finite sequence of operators that are relevant at the
percolation critical point, each of which has an in-
dependent crossover exponent that reduces to unity
at six dimensions. %e know of no other problem
that has such a large number of relevant fields with
crossover exponents that are of all the same order
as the upper critical dimension is approached.
Fifthly, since the anomalous corrections found here
only enter for s 0 they do not affect the original
calculation of Stephen and Grest' for the dilute Is-
ing model after which the calculation of DHL was
patterned. Finally, we note that the technique used
here can be used to study other similar models. For
example, we have obtained' the same set of ex-
ponents reported here for the randomly diluted x-y
model and for the random-resistor network using
Stephen's formalism. For the x-y model, we also
find additional exponents measuring angle correla-
tions at p, .
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